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We are likely to see two to three major pandemics start in regions with limited
public healthcare and rapidly spread globally and so demand fast response.
7MRGI XLI 7TERMWL *PY TERHIQMG SJ  [LMGL OMPPIH
SZIVQMPPMSRTISTPIERHMRJIGXIHQMPPMSRSXLIVW
REXMSREPKSZIVRQIRXWLEZILEHERI]ISRXLIVMWOWJVSQ
[MHIWTVIEH TERHIQMGW ;MXL XLI EHZIRX SJ 7%67 E
HIGEHIEKSXLIEZMER¾YTERHIQMGMR%WMEMRERH
XLIW[MRI¾Y ,2 TERHIQMGXLEXWXEVXIHMR1I\MGS
MR XLIMRGMHIRGIERHMQTEGXWSJWYGLIZIRXWEVI
causing more and more concern at international levels.
8LIVIEWSRWJSVXLMWEVIXLVIIJSPH XLIWTIIHEX[LMGL
TERHIQMGWGERWTVIEHEVSYRHXLI[SVPHLEWWMKRM½GERXP]
EGGIPIVEXIH HYI XS MRGVIEWMRK QEWW EMV XVEZIP   XLI
GSRWIUYIRXMEP XMQI EZEMPEFPI XS XVEGO XLI WSYVGI ERH
MRMXMEPTVSKVIWWMWHIGVIEWMRKERH XLIGETEFMPMX]XSKIX
the right drugs into the right place at the right time is not
necessarily up to the challenge.
To understand the implications of future pandemics,
we need to be clear on what the difference is
FIX[IIRETERHIQMGERITMHIQMGERHERSYXFVIEO
8LI 'IRXIV JSV (MWIEWI 'SRXVSP ERH 4VIZIRXMSR
'(' MRXLI97HI½RIWERSYXFVIEOEWWMQTP]XLI
start of an infection in a localized geographic area.
An epidemic occurs when a large geographic area
is involved and which has a higher than expected
QSVXEPMX] VEXI % TERHIQMG MW E KPSFEP SYXFVIEO
XLEX I\GIIHW XLI³RSVQEP´ PIZIPW SJ QSVXEPMX] ERH
MRJIGXMSR PIZIPW JSV X]TMGEP HMWIEWIW8LI OI] [SVH
LIVI MW³KPSFEP´8LIVI EVI X[S QENSV JEGXSVW XLEX
IJJIGX [LIXLIV SV RSX ER SYXFVIEO [MPP PIEH XS E
pandemic: pathogenesis and virulence. Pathogenesis
refers to how a virus will cause disease and how

IEWMP]MXMWWTVIEH8LIZMVYPIRGIVIJIVWXSLS[WMGO
EGIVXEMRZMVYW[MPPQEOIXLILSWXERHLS[IEWMP]MX
can cause death.
The World Health Organisation maps out a
pandemic based on six distinct phases. Phase 1 is
when non-human infections are spreading and there
MW RS ERMQEPXSLYQER XVERWQMWWMSR -R 4LEWI 
ER ERMQEP MR¾YIR^E ZMVYW [LMGL MW ORS[R XS LEZI
caused infections in humans, circulates among nonLYQER ERMQEPW 4LEWI  WIIW ERMQEPXSLYQER
transmission but no person-to-person transmission
under normal conditions – when this is seen, the
VMWOSJTERHIQMGVMWIW 4LEWISGGYVW[LIRXLIVI
MWORS[RLYQERXSLYQERXVERWQMWWMSRSJXLIZMVYW
8LMWEPPS[WSYXFVIEOWXLIRITMHIQMGWXSSGGYVERH
IZIRJYVXLIVMRGVIEWIWVMWOSJETERHIQMG-RTLEWI
human-to-human spread is documented in at least
two countries in one WHO region and may well
indicate that a pandemic is imminent. Phase 6, the
TERHIQMGTLEWI MWGLEVEGXIVM^IHF]SYXFVIEOWMREX
least one other country in a different WHO region
MREHHMXMSRXSXLIX[SSVQSVIGSYRXVMIWHI½RIHMR
TLEWI  (IWMKREXMSR SJ XLMW TLEWI MRHMGEXIW XLEX E
global pandemic is under way.
A core problem with pandemics is that ‘they often
arise in regions with low levels of public health
and they rapidly spread across the world to more
EHZERGIH GSYRXVMIW´ -X MW LMKLP] YRYWYEP JSV SRI XS
WXEVXMR WE] XLI97SV)YVSTI -RXVEGMRKXLIGEYWI

`8LIJYXYVISJLIEPXL

one of the fastest-growing sectors of the global
pharmaceuticals industry, many see that current vaccines
will not help in the future. A critical issue here is that the
rate at which a virus variant can develop is faster than
the speed at which new vaccines can be developed:
YRPMOIQER]SXLIVHMWIEWIW[LIVIEORS[RGSRHMXMSR
already has an established therapy in place, pandemics
are often caused by new strains of virus and so need a
new antiviral vaccine.Typically, creating the new vaccine
XEOIWEVSYRHWM\QSRXLWERHWSXLIVIMWEWMKRM½GERXKET
FIX[IIRTERHIQMGSYXFVIEOERHXVIEXQIRXEZEMPEFMPMX]
1YGLLSTIMWFIMRKTMRRIHSR(2%FEWIHZEGGMRIW
[LIVI(2%VEXLIVXLERHIEHZMVYWTEVXMGPIWKVS[RMR
eggs is used as the base for developing new vaccines.
8LIWISJJIVXLITSXIRXMEPJSVUYMGOIVVIWTSRWIWERHWS
enable faster global distribution.

of a pandemic, it is therefore vital to focus on
³TEXMIRX^IVS´ ¯XLI½VWXTIVWSREPXSFIGSQIMPP 7S
JSV I\EQTPI XLI  W[MRI ¾Y TERHIQMG WXEVXIH
in Mexico and H1N1 patient zero was found in the
ZMPPEKISJ0E+PSVME:IVEGVY^RI\XXSEPEVKIMRHYWXVMEP
TMKJEVQ2SXEFP]XLMWLMKLPMKLXIHXLIVMWMRKVMWOJVSQ
people and animals in many parts of the world
increasingly sharing the same limited water sources.
%PXLSYKLXLITERHIQMG[EWMRWSQI[E]WE
false alarm, as mortality rates were not excessive,
it is seen in many circles as a good model for how
global health authorities will need to cooperate in
the future when more lethal strains of virus spread.

-R XLI RI\X HIGEHI QER] LIEPXLGEVI SVKERMWEXMSRW
EKVII[MXL.EGO0SVH´WMRMXMEPZMI[XLEX³[I[MPPWIIX[S
SVXLVIIQENSVTERHIQMGWXLEX[MPPLEZIEWMKRM½GERX
KPSFEPMQTEGX´+MZIRXLEX7TERMWL¾YOMPPIHEVSYRH 
SJ XLI [SVPH´W TSTYPEXMSR EX XLI XMQI ERH MRJIGXIH
around a third, the consequences of a similar event
XSHE]EVIQEWWMZI-JJSVI\EQTPIERI[WXVEMRSJEZMER
¾Y[IVIXSWTVIEHUYMGOP]JVSQMXWWSYVGIKPSFEPP]XLIR
WSQIIWXMQEXIXLEXEWQER]EWFMPPMSRTISTPIGSYPH
FIMRJIGXIH[MXLMRX[IPZIQSRXLW-JXLIVMKLXZEGGMRIW
EVIRSXHIZIPSTIHERHHMWXVMFYXIHUYMGOP]SRIMR½ZI
of these could die within the year. As was highlighted
MR SRI [SVOWLST³-R QER] [E]W E KPSFEP TERHIQMG
has to be seen as a greater threat to us than nuclear
XIVVSVMWQERHKPSFEP[EVQMRKGSQFMRIH´

8LIW[MRI¾YTERHIQMGEPWSLMKLPMKLXIHXLITVSFPIQW
in availability of suitable vaccines – both in terms of
the right drugs and their global distribution. Although
XLI VIIQIVKIRGI SJ MR¾YIR^E EW E TERHIQMG XLVIEX
LEW WXMQYPEXIH XLI MR¾YIR^E ZEGGMRIW QEVOIX XS FI

8LIVIMWXLIVIJSVIEWMKRM½GERXKPSFEPJSGYWSRIRWYVMRK
global cooperation between health authorities and
on improved monitoring of populations. The WHO
LEW EPVIEH] XEOIR E PIEH MR XLI JSVQIV EVIE ERH EW
WLS[R [MXL W[MRI ¾Y QER] SJ XLI TVSGIWWIW EVI
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In many ways, a global pandemic
has to be seen as a greater threat to
us than nuclear terrorism and global
warming combined.
now in place and are being built upon. Potential
KPSFEP LSX WTSXW EVI GSRXMRYSYWP] FIMRK MHIRXM½IH
XS LMKLPMKLX IQIVKMRK ZMVYW SYXFVIEOW ERH TVIZIRX
future pandemics from reaching their full potential.
)QIVKMRKMRJIGXMSYWHMWIEWIMHIRXM½GEXMSRMWWIIREW
a major area for healthcare investment and is a top
priority for public health systems globally.
-R XIVQW SJ QSRMXSVMRK WIZIVEP SVKERMWEXMSRW FIPMIZI
XLEXXLMWMW[LIVI[I[MPPRS[WIIEWMKRM½GERXMRGVIEWI
in investment. Already several countries have advanced
ETTVSEGLIW MR TPEGI 1SWX RSXEFP] 7MRKETSVI LEW
developed a highly integrated system that ranges
from detailed public information through to advanced
WYVZIMPPERGI 7MRKETSVI´W ³5YEVERXMRI 7]WXIQ´ [EW
HIZIPSTIHHYVMRKXLI7%67SYXFVIEOERHTISTPI[LS
had come into contact with infected persons were
TPEGIH SR LSQI UYEVERXMRI JSV ½ZI SV QSVI HE]W
Thermometers were issued to all citizens and daily
reporting to a centralised system ensured that early
rises in body temperatures were noted as an indication
SJPMOIP]MRJIGXMSRWSXLEXUYEVERXMRMRKGSYPHXEOITPEGI
)QIVKMRK IGSRSQMIW ½RH XLI QSRMXSVMRK ERH
XVEGOMRKSJHMWIEWITEVXMGYPEVP]GLEPPIRKMRK8LI]EVI
hindered by several core obstacles, among them a
KPSFEP WLSVXEKI SJ LIEPXLGEVI [SVOIVW %GGSVHMRK
XS XLI;,3 EQSRK  GSYRXVMIW QSWXP] MR XLI
developing world, there is a critical shortfall in
LIEPXLGEVI [SVOIVW VITVIWIRXMRK E XSXEP HI½GMX SJ

QMPPMSRLIEPXLGEVI[SVOIVW[SVPH[MHI -R7SYXL
%JVMGE [LIVI [I LIPH E [SVOWLST XLIVI EVI JSYV
RYVWIW TIV  TISTPI E ½KYVI [LMGL EPXLSYKL
high for an African country, pales in comparison
with a developed country such as Norway where
XLIVI EVI WM\XIIR RYVWIW TIV  8LMW LYQER
VIWSYVGIWGSRWXVEMRXMRXIRWM½IWXLIEPVIEH]MRGVIEWMRK
pressure on developing-world health systems as
not only must they cope with the need to contain
the spread of communicable diseases associated
with extreme poverty, they must also contend with
the growing incidence of chronic diseases, such as
diabetes and heart disease, an effect of new-found
VIPEXMZI EJ¾YIRGI%WEVIWYPXMRWSQIMRWXERGIWXLI
wherewithal to monitor disease is extremely limited.
Moving forward, many countries expect to roll
out more sophisticated systems for full population
QSRMXSVMRK +PSFEPFMSWYVZIMPPERGIMRMXMEXMZIWEVIMR
place to, for example, enable enhanced monitoring
EXFSVHIVGVSWWMRKWERHOI]XVERWTSVXLYFW WYGLEW
airports, as these are the primary areas where crossinfection can occur and spread the virus. At a wider
level, mass monitoring of vital signs is also under way
in some countries where, for example, daily infrared satellite images are being cross-referenced with
location of mobile phones so that the individual
body temperature of each member of a population
GERFIQSRMXSVIHERH EXXLI½VWXWMKRSJWMKRM½GERX
MRGVIEWINYWXEWMR7MRKETSVI[MXL7%67XLI]GERFI
contacted and quarantined.
+PSFEPTERHIQMGW[MPPLETTIRMRXLIRI\XHIGEHIXLI
TVSFPIQMWXLEX[IHSR´XORS[JVSQI\EGXP][LIVI
XLI] [MPP IQIVKIERH[LEXJSVQ XLI] [MPP XEOI %W
WYGLXLIOI]GLEPPIRKIWEVIMRXLIJEWXERHIJJIGXMZI
VIWTSRWI XS XLI MRMXMEP SYXFVIEO ERH IRWYVMRK XLEX
epidemics do not become pandemics.
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